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Linda M. Bambara and Catherine Kunsch

Emmanuel
Emmanuel, a 6-year-old first grader, recently moved
from New York City to a small suburban town in
Pennsylvania. When he arrived at his new school,
none of his previous school records arrived with
him. However, his mother reported that he received
special education services for a speech and language
delay and provided the school with a copy of his
individualized education program (IEP) from kindergarten. Currently, he is enrolled in a regular first-grade
classroom and receives speech and language therapy 1 day per week and additional reading instruction through a title I program at his new school.
When Emmanuel arrived at his new school in
late October, his teacher noticed immediately that
he had difficulty following the classroom routine
and that his reading skills were lower than expected of a first grader. By mid-December, his teacher
referred Emmanuel to the school’s instructional
support team for his inability to follow classroom
directions, inability to work independently, and
high rates of disruptive behaviors (i.e., lying under
his desk or table during independent seat work).
On at least several occasions, redirection to sit at
his desk resulted in screaming outbursts (“No! I

hate you. I hate this school”). At the first instructional support team meeting, Emmanuel’s teacher
expressed lots of frustration. She expressed that
although Emmanuel is somewhat behind academically, he is more than capable of doing the
work she assigns. She stated that he was simply
refusing to work and was too disruptive for a regular first-grade classroom. Emmanuel’s classroom
teacher wants him to be reevaluated for an emotional behavior disorder and removed from her
classroom as soon as possible. Other teachers on
the instructional support team quickly sided with
Emmanuel’s teacher. They supported her decision
to have Emmanuel reevaluated for placement in a
self-contained classroom or school.

Lynn
Lynn is a 38-year-old woman diagnosed with
autism and intellectual disabilities. She lives in a
private home with two other women with developmental disabilities, where she receives 24-hour
47
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staff support for assistance with daily living. With
the aid of a job coach, Lynn works part time at a
local pharmacy stocking shelves.
Recently, Lynn has been engaging in physically aggressive behavior toward her roommates and
support staff who work in her home. Prior to recent
bouts of hitting, pushing, and kicking, Lynn has not
engaged in any in any challenging behaviors in
about 10 years. Her support staff, some of whom
have worked with her for 6 years or more, are very
surprised by her behaviors. When interviewed by
their supervisor, they reported that Lynn’s behaviors
occur “out of the blue” and acts of aggression can
persist almost all day long. They say on some days
it’s impossible to redirect Lynn to something she
likes, so they let her sit alone in the living room,
avoiding interaction with her; but even then, she
will leap up and attack whomever is in her path.
Lynn’s support staff have heard that autism can
evolve into serious mental health issues later in
adult life. They recommend short-term hospitalization and a psychiatric evaluation for possible bipolar
disorder. Regardless, they believe that Lynn needs
immediate medication to stop her aggression.

I

t is hard to imagine that at one time,
in challenging situations like those
described in Emmanuel and Lynn’s cases,
behavior interventions were developed with
little team involvement. Not too far in the
distant past, behavior support plans were
primarily expert driven as opposed to team
driven, wherein a behavioral consultant or
psychologist (“the expert”) was called in to
assess the situation (typically by taking data
on just the frequency of problem behaviors)
and then prescribe an intervention plan
!"#!$ !%#&"%'()$ (*++,'!$ (!#-)$ #./0,'$ 1#2‐
ily members were expected to follow. Not
surprisingly, this approach often resulted
3.$ 3.%-%&!*#4$ ,*!&,2%(5$ .,!$ .%&%((#'346$
because the intervention plan was poor or
that the expert lacked critical know‐how but
because the plan failed to take into consid‐
eration the expertise, knowledge, skills, val‐
ues, beliefs, and resources of the very people
who were required to implement the plan.
Positive behavior support (PBS) propo‐
nents have long recognized that the success
,1$#.6$7%"#83,'$(*++,'!$+4#.$9:;<=$3($&"3%>6$

dependent on the workings of a collaborative
team to design and implement interventions
(Snell, Voorhees, & Chen, 2005). A PBS team
consists of the focus person (if possible) and
relevant people in the focus person’s life who
#'%$2,(!$43?%46$!,$&#''6$,*!$,'$7%$#-%&!%/$76$
the plan (e.g., family members, teachers, sup‐
+,'!$(!#-=)$#($@%44$#($(%4%&!%/$+',1%((3,.#4($
@",$&#.$3.1,'2$!%#2$/%&3(3,.$2#?3.A$#./0,'$
support team actions (e.g., behavior support
specialist, psychologist, special educator,
related services personnel, administrator),
#($ .%%/%/B$ C,44#7,'#!38%$ !%#2($ /3-%'$ 1',2$
multidisciplinary teams commonly found
3.$ %/*&#!3,.$ #./$ "*2#.$ (%'83&%$ D%4/()$ 3.$
that in multidisciplinary teams, team mem‐
7%'($,1!%.$(%!$/3-%'%.!$A,#4($7#(%/$,.$!"%3'$
unique disciplines and work independently
from one another to address a student’s
needs. For example, Emmanuel’s classroom
teacher, speech therapist, and Title I reading
teacher independently work on goals and
objectives that are included in Emmanuel’s
IEP, while other team members work on
/3-%'%.!$ A,#4($ #./$ ,7E%&!38%(B$ :6$ &,.!'#(!)$
a collaborative team 3($ /%D.%/$ #($ +%,+4%$
working together to achieve common goals
through joint action and shared decision mak‐
ing 9F4%23.A$G$H,./#I$J 2#6#)$KLLM5$;.%44$G$
Janney, 2005).
J!$ 4%#(!$ D8%$ %((%.!3#4$ &"#'#&!%'3(!3&($
contribute to the makeup of a successful col‐
laborative team (Bambara, Nonnemacher, &
Koger, 2005): 1) shared vision and goals, 2)
parity or a sense of equity across team mem‐
bers, 3) shared participation and decision
making, 4) positive team relationships, and
5) shared accountability. When translated
into practice, a PBS collaborative team does
the following:
N$ O($&,223!!%/$!,$#++463.A$+%'(,.I$&%.!%'%/$
values and PBS standards of practice to
establish agreed‐on goals and direct team
actions and activities
N$ P(%($#A'%%/I$,.$+',&%((%($!"#!$'%(+%&!$!"%$
diversity of opinions and each team mem‐
ber’s contribution to the team regardless of
their role or expertise

Q-%&!38%$R%#23.A$1,'$<,(3!38%$:%"#83,'$;*++,'!$$

N$ Q.A#A%($3.$("#'%/$+',74%2$(,483.A$#./$
consensus building among team mem‐
bers across all phases of the PBS process
93B%B)$+'3,'3!3S3.A$#./$/%D.3.A$+',74%2$
behavior, conducting a functional assess‐
ment, developing hypotheses, designing
a BSP, and monitoring and evaluating
implementation)
N$ Q2+4,6($(!'#!%A3%($!,$1,(!%'$+,(3!38%$3.!%'‐
personal relationships among team mem‐
bers such as open communication, listening
to understand each other’s perspectives,
74#2%4%(($&,.>3&!$'%(,4*!3,.)$#./$(*++,'!$
for learning new concepts and skills
N$ T,4/($#44$!%#2$2%27%'($#&&,*.!#74%$1,'$
agreed‐on responsibilities and shares both
successes and failures as a team, while also
@,'?3.A$E,3.!46$!,$D./$(,4*!3,.($!,$+',74%2(

P4!32#!%46)$ (*&&%((1*4$ &,44#7,'#!38%$
teams produce positive outcomes and engage
in processes that are satisfactory to all team
members, especially the focus individual and
his or her family.

CHAPTER PURPOSE AND OVERVIEW
U3?%$/%(3A.3.A$#.$%-%&!38%$:;<)$(*&&%((1*4$
teaming is a process, not a single event that
requires careful attention to the strategies
that enhance its success (Fleming & Monda‐
Amaya, 2001). The purpose of this chapter
is to make these strategies explicit so that
school personnel, other professionals, sup‐
+,'!$(!#-)$#./$1#2343%($&#.$@,'?$!,A%!"%'$!,$
/%(3A.$%-%&!38%$7%"#83,'$(*++,'!($1,'$3./3‐
viduals who engage in challenging behaviors.
V%$7%A3.$76$D'(!$/3(&*((3.A$@"6$!%#23.A$3($
important and then some challenges to the
!%#23.A$+',&%((B$P./%'(!#./3.A$&"#44%.A%($
to teaming will help to elucidate the neces‐
sity for teaming strategies. Next, we outline
essential components for structuring suc‐
cessful teaming within the PBS process.

Why Teaming Is Important
Teaming serves two central purposes (Bam‐
7#'#$%!$#4B)$KLLW=B$R"%$D'(!)$@"3&"$3($1,&*(%/$
on the individual, is to enhance the integrity
#./$%-%&!38%.%(($,1$#$:;<$#./$%.(*'%$!"#!$!"%$
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team is responsive to the individual’s needs.
The second purpose, which is team centered,
is to provide ongoing support to team mem‐
bers as they engage in the PBS planning pro‐
cess and carry out behavior supports.
Enhance Integrity and Effectiveness
R%#23.A$&#.$%."#.&%$!"%$%-%&!38%.%(($,1$#$
support plan in several important ways. First,
!%#23.A$7'3.A($!,A%!"%'$/3-%'%.!$3/%#($#./$
perspectives from various team members
that can lead to a comprehensive under‐
standing of the individual, reasons for prob‐
4%2$ 7%"#83,'()$ #./$ %-%&!38%$ (!'#!%A3%($ !"#!$
be applied across multiple settings, such as
in school, home, and community. As noted
by Dunlap and colleagues (Dunlap, Newton,
Fox, Benito, & Vaughn, 2001), no one per‐
son holds all the answers to understanding
an individual’s problem behaviors nor can
,.%$ +%'(,.$ (*&&%%/$ @3!"$ &'%#!3.A$ %-%&!38%$
supports in all relevant settings. Therefore,
a team approach is necessary for all parties,
including professionals, family members,
and the individual, to exchange vital infor‐
mation for assessment and intervention.
Second, teaming fosters consensus building
as well as shared responsibility and account‐
#7343!6$ #2,.A$ !%#2$ 2%27%'(B$ Q-%&!38%$
behavior support can only happen when all
team members are invested in the process,
come to a common agreement, and are com‐
mitted to carrying out behavior supports in
cohesive way.
Third, teaming guides team members
to select relevant and “doable” interventions
and supports that can be realistically carried
out in typical classroom, home, or commu‐
.3!6$(%!!3.A(B$J$(*++,'!$+4#.$3($,.46$#($%-%&‐
tive as its !"#$%&$'()*+$*with resources of a
setting and the values, skills, and culture of
the team members responsible for imple‐
2%.!3.A$!"%$+4#.$9J473.)$U*&6("6.)$T,'.%')$
& Flannery, 1996). Although interventions
must be technically adequate (e.g., address
the function of behavior), it is a misnomer to
assume that interventions applied in all set‐
tings and by relevant people must be exactly
the same. For example, if Lynn begins to
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exhibit challenging behaviors in her work‐
place, it makes little sense to apply the same
exact interventions as in the home because
@,'?$#./$",2%$#'%$8#(!46$/3-%'%.!$(%!!3.A(5$
what is doable at home may not be doable or
even appropriate at work. Further, the func‐
tions of Lynn’s problem behaviors, as well
as the antecedents and maintaining conse‐
X*%.&%()$2#6$/3-%'$!,$(,2%$/%A'%%$3.$!"%(%$
two settings. To ensure that BSPs are feasible
and sustainable, teams will need to consider
the demands, resources, routines, and expec‐
tations of a setting, as well as the skills, pref‐
erences, and values of the people who will
7%$#-%&!%/$76$!"%$+4#.)$3.&4*/3.A$!"%$1,&*($
individual. Consistency is measured not by
all team members implementing the same
strategies in exactly the same way but with
adherence to the integrity of support plans
as designed to address the individual’s needs
across various settings and circumstances.
Provide Ongoing Supports to Team
Members Teaming is not just about the
1,&*($3./383/*#45$3!$3($#4(,$#7,*!$!%#2$2%2‐
bers and, as such, involves a social process of
support for team members. Team members
7'3.A$ /3-%'%.!$ #./$ ,1!%.$ &,.>3&!3.A$ 83%@($
about the reasons for problem behaviors and
@"#!$&,.(!3!*!%($%-%&!38%$7%"#83,'$2#.#A%‐
ment practices. Thus a central goal of team‐
ing is to help individual team members let
go of long‐standing beliefs and assumptions
and, as a team, adopt a like mind‐set that is
consistent with PBS values and strategies.
Quite often this involves shifting perspec‐
tives from seeing problem behaviors as being
caused by factors that cannot be controlled
to seeing problem behaviors as being caused
by factors that can be changed by the team,
#./$ 1',2$ 83%@3.A$ %-%&!38%$ 7%"#83,'$ 3.!%'‐
ventions as those consisting of only reac‐
tive strategies (e.g., punishment) to viewing
these interventions as encompassing a pro‐
active or preventive approach.
The process of changing these perspec‐
!38%($ 3($ A'%#!46$ 3.>*%.&%/$ 76$ !%#2$ 2%2‐
bers experiencing success as a result of
!"%3'$%-,'!($9Y%'(!%.$G$Z323.,)$KLLM=B$R"*($

another important purpose of teaming is to
help team members build the critical skills
#./$&,.D/%.&%$.%%/%/$!,$32+4%2%.!$3.!%'‐
ventions and provide the supports needed
for team members to try new practices and
+%'(3(!$/*'3.A$!32%($,1$1'*(!'#!3,.$#./$/3[‐
culty. This goal can be accomplished through
direct coaching, shared problem solving, and
establishing a sense of camaraderie among
team members (Janz, Colquitt, & Noe, 1997).

Challenges to Teaming
The following vignettes depict a variety of
challenges that often arise in teams:
I’ve tried everything— animal stickers
when he’s good and warnings that he’ll
miss recess if he doesn’t get his work done.
\,!"3.A$@,'?(]$T%^($JZTZ$#./$Q:Z$#./$
needs help.
,-./0*12"/3*+./$4*5.(6%*$%(!7%.8
Q8%.$ 31$ @%$ &#.$ D./$ !"%$ !32%)$ 3($ 3!$ 1#3'$ !,$
devote so much time and energy to this
one kid? Emmanuel will be better served
in classroom where teachers are trained to
address his needs.
(Ms. Jackson, lead
2#/$.'!$2"#()*/'99".$*$%(!7%.8
I can’t believe Lynn would hit me after all I’ve
done for her.
,:;#623*)"#54*$%.<*62.%!$*/'99".$*/$(=8
I’ve worked with others like Lynn. She’s
bipolar and needs medication.
,12!>3*#%?*62.%!$*/'99".$*/$(=8

These vignettes illustrate that perhaps
the most challenging aspect of teaming is
that not all team members will come together
sharing the same perspectives about how to
address problem behaviors and best support
the individual. The result is varying degrees
,1$ !%#2$ &,.>3&!)$ @"3&"$ 3($ 3."%'%.!$ 3.$ #44$
teams but problematic when individual team
members cannot let go of challenging beliefs
that impede the PBS process. Certainly,
establishing an organizational culture that
3($'%(+%&!1*4$,1$3./383/*#4$/3-%'%.&%($#./$3($
proactive in its approach to addressing prob‐
lem behaviors can lay the foundation for

Q-%&!38%$R%#23.A$1,'$<,(3!38%$:%"#83,'$;*++,'!$$

team members to share common values and
processes for providing behavior support. For
example, schoolwide positive behavior sup‐
port (SWPBS) at the primary prevention level
can create schoolwide expectations for team‐
ing, problem solving, data‐based decision
making, and preventive interventions, laying
a solid foundation for school personnel to be
receptive to individualized interventions,
should they be needed by students (Free‐
2#.$%!$#4B)$KLL_5$T,'.%')$;*A#3)$G$J./%'(,.)$
2010). Further, organizations committed to
PBS can create time for teams to meet, pro‐
vide training, and dedicate resources (e.g.,
extra personnel, materials) to support team
activities. Nevertheless, the very nature of
intensive problem behaviors is that they are
challenging, even when supportive organiza‐
tional systems are in place. Numerous stud‐
ies have documented that problem behaviors
&#.$&,.!'37*!%$!,$"3A"$4%8%4($,1$!%#&"%')$(!#-)$
and parent stress (e.g., Baker, Blacher, Crnic,
G$ Q/%47',&?)$ KLLK5$ `4#((%.)$ KLML5$ H3!&"%44$
G$T#(!3.A()$KLLM=)$@"3&"$3.$!*'.$&#.$%',/%$
!%#2$2%27%'(^$1%%43.A($,1$(%41I$%[&#&6$93B%B)$
7%43%1($!"#!$!"%6$&#.$2#?%$#$/3-%'%.&%=$#./$
impair their judgment about the individu‐
#4^($7%"#83,'$#./$%-%&!38%$+'#&!3&%($9C"#.A)$
KLLa5$T#(!3.A($G$:',@.)$KLLK=B
In a series of studies, Bambara and col‐
4%#A*%($9:#27#'#)$Y,")$`%'.)$G$C#(?3%)$KLMK5$
:#27#'#)$ U,"'2#..)$ \,..%2#&"%')$ Y,")$
G$ `%'.)$ 3.$ +'%((5$ :#27#'#)$ \,..%2#?%')$
& Kern, 2009) assessed the perspectives of
school‐based personnel and families regard‐
ing perceived barriers and supports to imple‐
menting and sustaining individualized PBS
in school settings. Not surprising, the most
challenging and pervasive barriers had to do
with team members’ beliefs, feelings, or atti‐
tudes. Perhaps due a lack of experience with
designing PBS plans or the stress associated
with challenging behaviors, team members
often struggle with accepting and following
PBS practices because of competing beliefs
and emotions, such as those illustrated in the
previous vignettes. Some of the most com‐
2,.$ &"#44%.A%()$ /%'38%/$ 1',2$ !"%$ D./3.A($
of Bambara and colleagues, are summarized
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in Table 3.1, along with potential solutions
that will be discussed in the following sec‐
tion on team structure. These challenges are
also consistent with our experiences leading
teams in nonschool settings (e.g., adult resi‐
dential, family home) for children and adults.
Time Many teams struggle with
beliefs related to time. Team members may
perceive PBS as being too time consuming or
labor intensive, adding burdensome respon‐
sibilities to their already busy routines. This
+%'&%+!3,.$2#6$3.$+#'!$'%>%&!$'%#43(!3&)$+'#&‐
tical concerns about how individual team
2%27%'($ @344$ 7%$ #74%$ !,$ D./$ !"%$ !32%$ !,$
plan or adjust their routines to implement
interventions. Perceptions that PBS is too
!32%$&,.(*23.A$2#6$#4(,$2#6$#4(,$'%>%&!$#$
bX*3&?I$D cd$ %c+%&!#!3,.$ 1,'$ 7%"#83,'$ &"#.A%$
and a lack of understanding that developing
%-%&!38%$ 3.!%'8%.!3,.($ '%X*3'%($ #$ (6(!%2‐
atic process that takes time. Sometimes,
concerns about time, such as expressed by
Mrs. Jackson in Emmanuel’s case, are tied
!,$7%43%1($,1$%[&#&6)$(*&"$#()$bO!^($.,!$@,'!"$
investing the time with a particular individ‐
ual because nothing will work!”
Attribution of Problem Behavior A
core challenge to the PBS process well doc‐
umented by researchers (e.g., Lambrechts,
<%!'6)$ G$ H#%()$ KLLe5$ V%(!43.A)$ KLML5$ V34‐
(,.)$Y#'/.%')$:*'!,.)$G$U%*.A)$KLL_=$3($!"%$
misattribution of problem behavior. PBS
requires that team members acquire a func‐
tional understanding of problem behavior so
that they can make critical changes to teach
new and alternative behaviors and prevent
+',74%2$ 7%"#83,'($ 1',2$ ,&&*''3.AB$ P.1,'‐
!*.#!%46)$ @"%.$ 1#&%/$ @3!"$ /3[&*4!$ 7%"#8‐
iors, many team members tend to attribute
the “cause” of problem behaviors to factors
beyond their control, creating a perception
!"#!$!"%6$#'%$+,@%'4%(($!,$2#?%$#$/3-%'%.&%B$
This includes external attributions, such as a
poor home situation, bad parenting, or a his‐
!,'6$,1$3.%-%&!38%$/3(&3+43.#'6$+'#&!3&%()$#./$
as well as attributions internal to the individ‐
*#4B$O.!%'.#4$#!!'37*!3,.()$(*&"$#($bT%^($/,3.A$
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Table 3.1. Teaming challenges and solutions
Challenging beliefs and emotions

Solutions

Time
t 1SPDFTT UBLFT UPP NVDI UJNF
t 1SPDFTT JT UJNF DPOTVNJOH
t &òFDUJWF JOUFSWFOUJPOT BSF RVJDL BDUJOH

t *OGVTF QPTJUJWF CFIBWJPS TVQQPSU 1#4 QMBOOJOH JOUP
regularly scheduled team meetings.
t .BLF VTF PG BMUFSOBUJWF NFBOT GPS DPNNVOJDBUJPO FH
FNBJM DPOGFSFODF DBMMT WJSUVBM NFFUJOHT 4LZQF 
t %JWJEF SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT BNPOH UFBN NFNCFST
t #SFBL UBTLT EPXO
t &OTVSF B DPOUFYUVBM öU GPS CPUI BTTFTTNFOU BOE
JOUFSWFOUJPO

.JT BUUSJCVUJPO PG QSPCMFN CFIBWJPS
t 1SPCMFN CFIBWJPS JT DBVTFE CZ FYUFSOBM GBDUPST
CFZPOE UIF UFBNT DPOUSPM FH IPNFMJGF QBSFOUJOH
QBTU IJTUPSZ 
t 1SPCMFN CFIBWJPS JT JOIFSFOU UP UIF JOEJWJEVBMT
EJTBCJMJUZ FH BVUJTN CJQPMBS EJTPSEFS 
t 1SPCMFN CFIBWJPS JT EFMJCFSBUF JF EPOF QVSQPTFGVMMZ UP BHHSBWBUF 
t 1SPCMFN CFIBWJPS PDDVST GPS iOP SFBTPOw PS PVU PG UIF
blue.

t 6TF B WJTVBMMZ FYQMJDJU QSPDFTT GPS GVODUJPOBM BTTFTTNFOU
so all team members can see data.
t 6TF EBUB UP HVJEF JOUFSQSFUBUJPOT
t $PNF UP DPOTFOTVT PO IZQPUIFTFT GPS QSPCMFN
CFIBWJPST

#FIBWJPS NBOBHFNFOUFóDBDZ
t #BE CFIBWJPS TIPVME CF QVOJTIFE BOE QVOJTINFOU JT
FòFDUJWF 
t *OEJWJEVBM JT CFUUFS TFSWFE FMTFXIFSF FYDMVTJPO 
t 1SPBDUJWF TUSBUFHJFT BSF iVOGBJSw UP PUIFST PS iUPP TPGUw
PO UIF JOEJWJEVBM
t /PUIJOH XPSLT

t 4FDVSF UFBN NFNCFST DPNNJUNFOU UP USZ 1#4
strategies.
t .BLF UIF 1#4 QSPDFTT FYQMJDJU FWFSZ TUFQ PG UIF XBZ
SFWJTJU GSFRVFOUMZ UP GBDJMJUBUF BO VOEFSTUBOEJOH
t 6TF EBUB UP FWBMVBUF TVDDFTT
t $FMFCSBUF BMM TVDDFTT CJH BOE MJUUMF

6ODPNQSPNJTJOH CFMJFGT
t 5IFSF BSF DPOøJDUJOH WJFXT PO CFTU JOUFSWFOUJPO PS
TPMVUJPOT UP QSPCMFNT

t 6TF HSPVQ QSPCMFNTPMWJOH BOE DPOTFOTVTCVJMEJOH
TUSBUFHJFT UISPVHIPVU UIF 1#4 QSPDFTT
t &OTVSF UIBU JOUFSWFOUJPOT BSF BTTFTTNFOU CBTFE BOE
MJOLFE UP IZQPUIFTFT PG QSPCMFN CFIBWJPS
t 4UBZ TUVEFOU GPDVTFE
t .PEJGZ JOUFSWFOUJPOT UP öU EJòFSFOU BDUJWJUJFTTFUUJOHT

4FMGFóDBDZQFSTPOBMJ[BUJPO
t 1FSTPO IBT B MBDL PG DPOöEFODF
t 1FSTPO JT BGSBJE UP DIBOHF PS USZ OFX UIJOHT
t 1FSTPO JT BGSBJE PG CFJOH KVEHFE GPS GBJMVSF
t 1FSTPO UBLFT QSPCMFN CFIBWJPS QFSTPOBMMZ BOE JT
feeling hurt.

t
t
t
t

it on purpose” or “She has bipolar disorder,”
suggest that problem behavior is caused by
the individual’s disability or personality.
J4!",*A"$.,!$!3%/$!,$#$(+%&3D&$&#*(%)$(!#!%‐
ments like “she did it for no reason” or “prob‐
lem behavior occurred out of the blue” also
imply that the reasons for problem behaviors
are not within the team member’s control
and certainly not well understood.
Behavior Management/Efficacy Stem‐
ming from traditionally held views on
behavior management and a lack of under‐
standing of how PBS could work, team mem‐
bers may struggle with viewing preventive

.PEFM OFX TUSBUFHJFT BOE QSPWJEF DPBDIJOH
3FBTTVSF UFBN NFNCFST BOE QSBJTF FòPSUT
&ODPVSBHF PQFO BOE CMBNFMFTT DPOWFSTBUJPO
5FBN BT B XIPMF OPU JOEJWJEVBM UFBN NFNCFST
assumes success and failure of the team.

3.!%'8%.!3,.($ #($ +,!%.!3#446$ %-%&!38%$ (!'#!%‐
gies. Instead, when faced with intense behav‐
ioral challenges, team members may cling to
!'#/3!3,.#446$"%4/$7%43%1($!"#!$/3[&*4!$7%"#8‐
iors must be met with strong consequences,
that the individual may be better served in
another setting or program where personnel
#'%$(+%&3D&#446$!'#3.%/$!,$#//'%(($7%"#83,'#4$
challenges, and that nonpunitive interven‐
tions are equivalent to “spoiling,” “giving in,”
or “being soft” on the individual. Some team
members may perceive individualized sup‐
ports as being unfair to the individual’s peers
(e.g., classmates, housemates) who do not
receive the same accommodations: “Is it fair

Q-%&!38%$R%#23.A$1,'$<,(3!38%$:%"#83,'$;*++,'!$$

to the other students to give Emmanuel extra
rewards for following directions when he
(",*4/$7%$/,3.A$@"#!$3($%c+%&!%/fd$P.1,'!*‐
.#!%46)$#($!%#&"%'()$(*++,'!$(!#-)$,'$1#2343%($
attempt to apply behavior management prac‐
tices that may have been successful with oth‐
ers but are not individualized to the person’s
needs, they may quickly conclude that “Noth‐
3.A$@,'?(d$@"%.$!"%3'$%-,'!($1#34B$;*[&%$3!$!,$
say, many team members enter into the PBS
process feeling frustrated and highly skepti‐
cal that preventive strategies could work.
Uncompromising Beliefs About Right
and Wrong Similar to strongly held beliefs
about behavior management, some team
members will stubbornly advocate for what
they think is best and fail to consider other
intervention options. Typically, competing
or problematic beliefs about what is right or
wrong are tied to the team member’s expe‐
riences and not the focus individual’s needs,
demands of the setting, or needs of other
team members. Open discussion about dif‐
ferent ideas or sharing potential solutions
!,$ +',74%2($ 3($ "%#4!"65$ *.&,2+',23(3.A$
beliefs that do not consider the needs of the
individual or the goals of the team can pre‐
vent the team from moving forward.
Self-Efficacy/Personalization of Problem Behaviors Challenging
situations
evoke a range of emotions. Perhaps due to
the intensity of problem behavior, previous
*.(*&&%((1*4$ %-,'!()$ ,'$ *.1#2343#'3!6$ @3!"$
positive interventions, some team members
2#6$ %c+'%(($ *.&%'!#3.!6$ ,'$ 4#&?$ ,1$ &,.D‐
/%.&%$ !"#!$ !"%6$ &#.$ 7%$ +%'(,.#446$ %-%&‐
tive, even when strategies have worked for
others. Some may be reluctant to try new
approaches, fearful of making a mistake, or
fearful of being judged by others for their
mistakes or lack of success. Closely related to
.%A#!38%$1%%43.A($,1$(%41I$%[&#&6)$(,2%$!%#2$
members may take instances of problem
behavior “personally.” That is, rather than
viewing problem behavior objectively (i.e.,
asking what might be the trigger or possible
function), they respond to problem behavior
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#($#$+%'(,.#4$3.(*4!B$J($'%>%&!%/$3.$C6./3^($
statement, “I can’t believe she would hit me
after all I’ve done for her,” team members
may feel hurt and sometimes angry because
!"%6$7%43%8%$!"%3'$%-,'!($,'$+,(3!38%$'%4#!3,.‐
("3+($#4,.%$(",*4/$"#8%$2#/%$#$/3-%'%.&%$3.$
+'%8%.!3.A$+',74%2$7%"#83,'5$*.1,'!*.#!%46)$
this is not often the case. Although good
relationships are important and can posi‐
!38%46$ 3.>*%.&%$ 3.!%'8%.!3,.$ %-%&!38%.%(($
(e.g., McLaughlin & Carr, 2005), incidents
of challenging behavior may have nothing
to do with shared experiences or the degree
of “likingness” between two people. Rather,
these incidents have everything to do with
independent events that are problematic to
the individual. Similar to misattributions of
problem behaviors, hurt feelings can blind
team members from seeing real contribu‐
tions to the problem.
In summary, team members’ beliefs and
1%%43.A($&#.$A'%#!46$#-%&!$!"%$%c!%.!$!,$@"3&"$
they are receptive to new approaches, willing
to try new strategies, and persist during chal‐
lenging situations. Certainly, not all team
members will display all the challenging
7%43%1($ #./$ %2,!3,.($ +'%83,*(46$ /%(&'37%/5$
however they are common enough that all
teams will encounter one or more of these
belief challenges during the course of the
team. The key to successful teaming is to
help team members become aware of these
challenging beliefs and feelings while guid‐
3.A$ !"%2$ !,$ *./%'(!#./$ #./$ 1%%4$ &,.D/%.!$
with implementing PBS practices. The pro‐
cess for making this happen occurs within
the structure and strategies of collaborative
teaming described next.

ESTABLISHING A STRUCTURE
FOR SUCCESSFUL TEAMING
Just as PBS is a process that continually
revisits and revises steps and stages, build‐
ing a collaborative team is also a process.
Although we will discuss the structure in
a somewhat linear fashion, successful team
building does not necessarily occur in a
locked sequence. In each PBS phase, there
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are two categories of actions the team needs
to accomplish. First, the team will need to
complete the student or individual‐centered
activities, which lead to the development
and implementation of the PBS plan. Second,
the team should engage in team‐ centered
activities, which focus on supporting the
team members, encouraging collaboration,
and when needed, shifting team members’
perspectives from “can’t do” to “can do”
thinking. Table 3.2 outlines each phase,
both individual and team‐ centered activi‐
ties that need to occur, and guiding ques‐
tions to promote collaboration as the team
engages in the individual‐ centered activi‐
ties. Detailed information and descriptions
of the individual‐centered PBS activities are
found elsewhere in this book. This chapter
focuses on building collaboration through
team‐centered activities.

Phase 1: Creating
Team Structure and Purpose
R"%$ D'(!$ &,44#7,'#!38%$ +"#(%$ ,1$ !"%$ <:;$
process has two main purposes. First, a
team needs to be initiated or created and,
second, the newly formed team will need
to prioritize the behaviors of focus. The
individual‐ centered team actions in this
phase include identifying team member‐
ship, prioritizing the behaviors of concern,
/%D.3.A$!"%$7%"#83,'()$#./$#A'%%3.A$,.$!"%$
student or individual’s outcomes. As shown
in Table 3.2, there are several collabora‐
tive questions that team leaders may ask
of team members to help accomplish the
individual‐ centered tasks in a joint man‐
ner. In addition to guiding collaboration on
individual‐ centered activities, team lead‐
ers need to be concerned with a number of
!%#2I$&%.!%'%/$ #&!383!3%($ /*'3.A$ !"3($ D'(!$
phase, which will lay the foundation for
%-%&!38%$ &,44#7,'#!3,.$ #./$ !%#2$ /%&3(3,.$
making throughout the remaining phases
of the PBS process.
Determining Team Membership and
Roles R"%$D'(!$(!%+$3.$7*34/3.A$#.$%-%&!38%$

team may seem obvious, but determining
who should serve on the team is an import‐
#.!$ D'(!$ (!%+B$ R"%$ !%#2$ (",*4/$ 7%$ &,.‐
structed around the individual’s needs, but
members may also serve on other teams for
the individual such as their IEP or instruc‐
tional support team. When determining
team membership, consider three questions
to guide selection (Thousand & Villa, 2000).
First, who has the necessary expertise
and skills to help the team make the best
decisions for the individual (e.g., knowl‐
edge of the PBS process, knowledge of the
individual, knowledge of the setting or
context)? Consider the strengths that each
person may bring to the team. For example,
Lynn’s program supervisor has an excellent
background in PBS, but does she know Lynn
#($@%44$#($!"%$(!#-$@",$@,'?$3.$"%'$",2%f$
:,!"$!"%$/3'%&!$&#'%$(!#-$#./$!"%$+',A'#2$
supervisor would make equally important
contributions to the team and should be
considered. In addition to considering who
may know the individual the best, consider
individuals who will have the authority to
assist in the implementation of the plan
or provide resources to the team, such as
administrators. Being sure to also include
someone with PBS experience (besides the
team leader or PBS expert) may serve as a
solution to some of the teaming challenges
likely to occur in the process. Including team
members who have had positive experiences
with implementing PBS can be useful in
establishing a “can do” climate and may aid
in securing team members’ commitment to
PBS. Further, having team members with
PBS experience may be helpful, as they can
serve as a resource and model for other team
members new to PBS.
The second question to consider in
determining membership is who will be
#-%&!%/$ 76$ !"%$ !%#2^($ /%&3(3,.(f$ F#2346$
2%27%'()$!%#&"%'()$/3'%&!$(*++,'!$(!#-)$#./$
the focus individual will most likely emerge
when considering this question. Including
team members who will likely implement the
plan or have a stake in the decision‐making
process promotes respect for those who will

Q-%&!38%$R%#23.A$1,'$<,(3!38%$:%"#83,'$;*++,'!$$
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Table 3.2. 5FBNBDUJPOTJOUIFQPTJUJWFCFIBWJPSTVQQPSU 1#4 QSPDFTT
$PMMBCPSBUJWFQIBTF$SFBUJOHUIFUFBNTUSVDUVSFBOEQVSQPTF

1#4TUFQT

Team actions
 JOEJWJEVBM
TUVEFOUDFOUFSFE

Questions for collaboration

*OJUJBUFUIF1#4
team.

t *EFOUJGZUFBN
NFNCFSTIJQ

t 8IPXJMMCFJODMVEFEPOUIF1#4UFBN
t 8IBUTUSFOHUITEPFTFBDIQFSTPO
CSJOHUPUIFUFBN
t 8IBUXJMMFBDIUFBNNFNCFSTSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTCF
t 8IBUJTUIFUFBNTQVSQPTF
t 8IBUBSFPVSHSPVOESVMFTGPSPVSUFBN
NFFUJOHT
t )PXPGUFOXJMMXFNFFU
t 8IFSFXJMMXFNFFU
t )PXXJMMXFDPNNVOJDBUFCFUXFFO
UIFNFFUJOHT

1SJPSJUJ[FBOE
EFöOFUIF
CFIBWJPS

t 1SJPSJUJ[FCFIBW- t 8IBUDIBMMFOHJOHCFIBWJPSTBSFXF
iors for change.
HPJOHUPBEESFTT
t %FöOFCFIBWJPST t 8IJDIDIBMMFOHJOHCFIBWJPST XIFO
t "HSFFPOJOEJWJENPEJöFE XJMMSFTVMUJOUIFNPTUTJHual outcomes.
OJöDBOUDIBOHFTJOGPDVTJOEJWJEVBMT
RVBMJUZPGMJGF
t $BOXFDPVOUNFBTVSFUIFCFIBWJPSBT
EFöOFE
t 8IBUBSFUIFJOEJWJEVBMTBOEIJTPSIFS
GBNJMZTWJTJPOGPSUIFGVUVSF 8IBUEP
XFXBOUUPIBQQFOBTBSFTVMUPGPVS
JOUFSWFOUJPO

5FBNBDUJPOT UFBNDFOUFSFE
t "HSFFPOUIFUFBNQVSQPTF
and goals.
t 4FUHSPVOESVMFTGPS
collaboration.
t &TUBCMJTINFFUJOHUJNFTBOE
PQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSDPNNVOJDBUJPOCFUXFFONFFUJOHT
t &TUBCMJTIBTUSVDUVSFENFFUing agenda.
t 4PMJDJUUFBNDPODFSOTUP
EFUFSNJOFXIBUCFIBWJPST
TIPVMECFQSJPSJUJ[FEGPS
change.

$PMMBCPSBUJWFQIBTF"TTFTTNFOUBOEQMBOOJOH

1#4TUFQT

Team actions
 JOEJWJEVBM
TUVEFOUDFOUFSFE

Questions for collaboration

Conduct a
functional
assessment.

t %FDJEFXIBU
information
should be
gathered.
t %FUFSNJOF
IPXBOEXIP
XJMMHBUIFSUIF
information.
t %FDJEFXIPXJMM
TVNNBSJ[FUIF
information for
the team.

t 8IPJTUIFJOEJWJEVBM 8IBUBSFIJTPS
IFSTUSFOHUITBOEQSFGFSFODFT
t 8IBUJTUIFJOEJWJEVBMTIJTUPSZ
t *OXIBUBDUJWJUJFTJTQSPCMFNCFIBWJPS
NPTUMJLFMZUPPDDVS
t 8IBUNJHIUCFUIFUSJHHFSTGPSQSPCMFNCFIBWJPS
t 8IBUGVODUJPOEPFTQSPCMFNCFIBWJPS
TFSWF 8IBUNJHIUUIFJOEJWJEVBMCF
DPNNVOJDBUJOH
t "SFUIFSFHBQTJOPVSVOEFSTUBOEJOH

%FWFMPQB
IZQPUIFTJT

t "OBMZ[FBOE
JOUFSQSFUUIF
gathered
information.
t "HSFFPO
IZQPUIFTJT
TUBUFNFOU T 

t 8IBUQBUUFSOTIBWFFNFSHFEGSPNUIF
EBUB
t $BOXFBMMBHSFFXJUIUIJTJOJUJBM
IZQPUIFTJT
t %PXFTUJMMIBWFHBQTJOPVSVOEFSTUBOEJOH 8IBUBEEJUJPOBMJOGPSNBUJPO
OFFETUPCFDPMMFDUFE

5FBNBDUJPOT UFBNDFOUFSFE
t 6TFBDPMMBCPSBUJWFQSPCMFN
TPMWJOHQSPDFTT
t &OIBODFUIFUFBNTDBQBDJUZ
for understanding.
t 3FGSBNFDIBMMFOHJOHCFMJFGT
BOEEJòVTFUFBNDPOøJDU
t $SFBUFBOBUNPTQIFSFPG
PQFOOFTTBOEIPOFTUZ
t &OTVSFUIBUUIFSFJTBDPOUFYUVBMöU
t %JWJEFUIFSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT

continued
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continued

$PMMBCPSBUJWF QIBTF  $SFBUJOH UIF UFBN TUSVDUVSF BOE QVSQPTF

1#4 TUFQT
%FWFMPQ UIF TVQQPSU QMBO

Team actions
JOEJWJEVBM
TUVEFOU DFOUFSFE
t %FWFMPQ B NVUVally agreed-on
1#4 QMBO
t %FWFMPQ BDUJPO
TUFQT GPS JNQMFNFOUJOH UIF 1#4
QMBO

Questions for collaboration

5FBN BDUJPOT UFBN DFOUFSFE

t 8IBU FWFOUT DBO XF DIBOHF UP QSFWFOU
QSPCMFN CFIBWJPS BOE NBLF EFTJSFE
CFIBWJPST NPSF MJLFMZ
t 8IBU BMUFSOBUJWF TLJMMT TIPVME XF
UFBDI UP SFQMBDF QSPCMFN CFIBWJPST PS
QSPEVDF EFTJSBCMF PVUDPNFT
t "SF UIFSF MJGFTUZMF DIBOHFT UIBU DBO CF
NBEF UIBU XPVME QSFWFOU UIF OFFE GPS
UIF GPDVT QFSTPO UP FOHBHF JO QSPCMFN
CFIBWJPS BOE JNQSPWF RVBMJUZ PG MJGF GPS
UIF JOEJWJEVBM
t %PFT PVS TVQQPSU QMBO BEESFTT PVS
IZQPUIFTFT BOE EFTJSFE PVUDPNFT
t "SF PVS JOUFSWFOUJPOT EPBCMF JO UBSHFUFE TFUUJOHT

$PMMBCPSBUJWF QIBTF  *NQMFNFOUJOH UIF 1#4 QMBO

1#4 TUFQT

Team actions
JOEJWJEVBM
TUVEFOU DFOUFSFE

*NQMFNFOU NPOJ- t %FDJEF PO
UPS BOE FWBMVBUF
JNQPSUBOU
UIF TVQQPSU QMBO
outcomes.
t %FUFSNJOF IPX
to measure
QSPHSFTT BOE
outcomes.
t &WBMVBUF XIFUIFS
UIF QMBO JT
XPSLJOH
t .BLF DIBOHFT
UP UIF QMBO BT
necessary.

Questions for collaboration
t 8IBU JOGPSNBUJPO EP XF OFFE UP
DPMMFDU
t 8IBUT PVS QMBO GPS DPMMFDUJOH EBUB
XIP IPX UPPMT
t 8IBU IFMQ EP we need in order to carry
PVU UIF QMBO
t "SF UIF JOUFSWFOUJPOT CFJOH JNQMFNFOUFE QSPQFSMZ
t "SF XF TFFJOH QSPHSFTT "SF UIF
DIBOHFT NFBOJOHGVM UP UIF QFSTPO BOE
PUIFS UFBN NFNCFST
t )PX DBO XF DIBOHF UIF QMBO UP
JNQSPWF PVUDPNFT

7%$#-%&!%/g$#$A,,/$&,.!%c!*#4$D!$@"%.$&'%‐
ating a PBS plan.
R"%$ D.#4$ X*%(!3,.$ !,$ #3/$ 3.$ /%!%'23.‐
ing team membership is asking who wants
to participate or who has a vested interest in
participating. Perhaps one of the student’s
teachers has the interest and wants to learn
how to conduct a functional behavior assess‐
ment (FBA) but lacks the skills. This teacher’s
motivation and interest may more than make
up for her lack of skills, making her an excel‐
lent and highly motivated team member.
After answering these three questions,
teams may be faced with a long list of pos‐
sible team members that may pose a real

5FBN BDUJPOT UFBN DFOUFSFE
t 4VQQPSU UIF UFBN
t $FMFCSBUF PGUFO BOE QSPCMFN
TPMWF XIFO OFFEFE
t 'PDVT PO USFBUNFOU JOUFHSJUZ
t 3FøFDU PO UIF UFBN QSPDFTT
t &WBMVBUF TBUJTGBDUJPO XJUI
outcomes.

logistical challenge for active participation
(e.g., scheduling a meeting everyone can
attend). One suggestion for addressing this
issue is to create a core team and an extended
team (Snell & Janney, 2005). The core team,
or the “working group,” is a small group of
people who are most involved with the indi‐
vidual (which always includes parents or fam‐
ily), meets regularly, and coordinates the PBS
process. The extended team does not meet
regularly, but extended team members may
7%$&#44%/$3.$#($.%%/%/$1,'$!"%3'$(+%&3D&$(?344($
or expertise. Creating two subgroups for the
overall team may address the time challenges
often faced by teams. Creating a core group

Q-%&!38%$R%#23.A$1,'$<,(3!38%$:%"#83,'$;*++,'!$$

eliminates the need to accommodate every‐
one’s schedules for meetings and also helps
divide responsibilities so team members will
not feel overwhelmed or burdened.

Emmanuel
Emmanuel’s PBS team consisted of a core group
and an extended team, so everyone who was
needed or wanted to be involved could be
included but each member would not have to
attend every meeting. Emmanuel’s core group
consisted of his mom and dad, his general education teacher, the behavior specialist (a PBS expert),
the reading specialist, and the school counselor
(who is the PBS team leader). The extended team
included Emmanuel’s grandmother (who lives
with him), the school psychologist (a PBS expert),
the school principal, the speech pathologist, and
the special education supervisor.

Lynn
Lynn’s PBS team is also composed of a core (or
working) group and an extended group to facilitate
meeting schedules of the members. Lynn’s core
group includes Lynn, the direct care staff members
from her home, Lynn’s sister, the program supervisor (a PBS team leader and PBS expert), the site
supervisor, and a behavior specialist (a PBS expert).
The extended team includes the clinical director,
Lynn’s job coach, a staff psychiatrist, Lynn’s primary
care physician, and a coworker at Lynn’s job who
asked if she could help in any way.

Once a team is established, it is time to
delegate each team member’s responsibili‐
ties. Not only does this help team members
*./%'(!#./$!"%3'$',4%($#./$'%(+,.(37343!3%(5$
it will also help identify any missing areas
of expertise, and additional team members
can be added. There are three major roles on
a PBS team: 1) team leader or facilitator, 2) a
PBS expert, and 3) a general team member.
The team leader, who will coordinate all team
activities, must be organized, goal and action
oriented, and a skilled communicator and
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facilitator. The team leader must be respect‐
ful of all team members and the process. In
addition to following the team agenda and
focusing on outcomes, the team leader will
need to encourage, coach, and communicate
with all team members. The team leader
will need to assess the team’s challenging
beliefs and feelings as they arise and work
toward solutions to keep the team on track.
When team members feel overburdened by
the process or have disagreements with one
another regarding the best course of action,
the team leader not only recognizes these
challenges but also addresses them through
reexamining meeting schedules or assign‐
ments, for example, or engaging the team
in a problem‐solving process rather than
#'A*3.A$ /3-%'3.A$ 83%@+,3.!()$ !"*($ ?%%+3.A$
the team focused on the individual. Indeed,
the team leader position is important to the
team’s success. Another critical role is that
of the PBS expert. The PBS expert will be
called on to ensure the team is adhering to a
PBS framework and values, provide or orga‐
nize training to team members as necessary,
serve as a PBS resource to the team, and also
serve as a general team member. It is possible
that the team facilitator will also be the PBS
expert or one of the experts, but this is not
always the case. In Lynn’s example, the pro‐
gram supervisor is the PBS team leader and
#$<:;$%c+%'!B$T,@%8%')$!"%$7%"#83,'$(+%&3#4‐
ist is also a member of the team and one of
the PBS experts who has specialized knowl‐
edge in many PBS areas. Also, one of Lynn’s
extended team members is the clinical direc‐
tor, who also has generalized PBS expertise
and experience to share when needed.
The remaining role of “general team
member” is a shared role for all team mem‐
bers. That is, as a general team member, all
members assume responsibility for actively
participating in team discussions and carrying
,*!$(+%&3D&$!%#2$#&!383!3%($,'$'%(+,.(37343!3%($
#((3A.%/$76$!"%$!%#2B$:%&#*(%$(+%&3D&$'%(+,.‐
sibilities may change throughout the PBS pro‐
&%(()$3!$3($32+,'!#.!$!,$/%D.%$!%#2$',4%($#./$
determine who does what at the beginning of
each phase or step of the PBS process.
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Agreeing on Team Purpose and
Goals Z*'3.A$!"3($D'(!$&,44#7,'#!38%$+"#(%)$
the central individual‐centered activity is for
the team to prioritize behaviors for change
and to agree on individual outcomes (i.e., what
the team hopes to achieve for the individual).
T,@%8%')$ 3.$ ,'/%'$ !,$ +'3,'3!3S%$ 7%"#83,'($ 1,'$
change and agree on individual outcomes, the
!%#2$2*(!$D'(!$#A'%%$,.$3!($+*'+,(%g$!"#!$3()$
the team must commit to using PBS practices
to create change for the individual.
Clearly stated purpose or goal statements
such as, “Our goal is to understand what Lynn
may be communicating through her problem
behavior and develop an intervention that
best addresses her needs,” will keep the team
working together toward a joint purpose. Not
infrequently, when members initially come
!,A%!"%')$ !"%6$ 2#6$ #44$ "#8%$ /3-%'%.!$ A,#4($
and agendas in mind that may pull a team in
/3-%'%.!$/3'%&!3,.($#./$2#?%$3!$.%#'46$32+,(‐
sible to achieve any outcome for the individ‐
ual. Often, team members may not even be
#@#'%$!"%6$("#'%$/3-%'%.!$83(3,.($,'$A,#4($1,'$
the team. In the following example, all team
members are in agreement that Emmanuel
3($ %c+%'3%.&3.A$ /3[&*4!3%($ 3.$ (&",,45$ !"%6$
#44$?.,@$!"3($#($!"%6$E,3.$!,A%!"%'B$T,@%8%')$
what they do not realize is that some mem‐
bers are hoping he can be moved to another
setting or placement, while others are com‐
mitted to keeping him in his general educa‐
tion classroom. One can only imagine how
/3[&*4!$ 3!$ @344$ 7%$ !,$ 2,8%$ 1,'@#'/$ 31$ !"%(%$
beliefs are not revealed, addressed, and dis‐
cussed right away. By explicitly discussing the
team purpose and establishing goals early on
in the PBS process, team members can come
to an agreement and move in one direction
#($#$!%#2B$Y,#4$(!#!%2%.!($(",*4/$7%$7'3%1)$
easily understood, agreed on by all members,
and consistent with PBS values.

Emmanuel
Initially, when Emmanuel’s PBS team came
together, team members had different agendas.
Some of the team members believed the team

was coming together to have him assessed and
removed from the general education classroom.
Other team members wanted to explore options to
keep him in his first-grade classroom. With the help
of the school counselor (PBS team leader) and the
behavior specialist (PBS expert), the team agreed to
use the PBS process and set a goal of understanding Emmanuel’s problem behaviors and where
they come from and to generate a plan that would
be acceptable to his classroom teacher, his family,
and the rest of the team. All the team members
ultimately agreed that the overall goal is to help
Emmanuel have a positive educational experience
and that the first step in reaching this goal would
be to focus on why he was misbehaving.

Establishing Ground Rules for Collaboration In addition to agreeing to a team
purpose and goals, the PBS team should
consider setting rules for how they will
collaborate with one another. Establishing
ground rules early in the PBS process can
help teams articulate how they will operate,
stay focused on the PBS process, and inter‐
act with fellow team members in respectful
ways. In other words, establishing ground
rules is a proactive strategy for minimizing
!%#2$&,.>3&!$#./$%."#.&3.A$!%#2$#&&,*.!‐
ability. One way to start the conversation is
to ask “trigger questions” (Snell & Janney,
KLLW=)$ (*&"$ #($ !"%$ 1,44,@3.Ah$ M=$ bY38%.$ ,*'$
goals, what will it take for us to get our work
done?,” 2) “What are our responsibilities as
team members?,” 3) “What PBS assumptions
are central to accomplishing our work?,” 4)
bV"#!$ +',&%((%($ @344$ @%$ 1,44,@f)d$ W=$ bT,@$
should we behave to ensure our interac‐
tions are respectful of one another?,” and 6)
“What are rules for communicating with one
another even though we disagree?”
Once ground rules are established,
the team can review them periodically, to
keep the team working together: “Remem‐
ber, we all agreed to use the data to help us
make decisions about our success. What is
the graph telling us?” Or, “Wait a minute,
we agreed to listen to one another’s ideas
without interruption. After we hear from

Q-%&!38%$R%#23.A$1,'$<,(3!38%$:%"#83,'$;*++,'!$$

everyone, let’s see how the suggested strate‐
A3%($D!$,*'$"6+,!"%(%($1,'$+',74%2$7%"#83,'Bd
Setting a Schedule and Structure for
Meetings The next set of team actions
includes setting meeting times, creating
a structure for the actual meetings, and
developing a process for communications in
between meeting times. Finding a time to
meet may be the most challenging step in the
process of initiating a PBS team, but success‐
ful completion of this step may help reduce
the time challenges a team will face. First,
determine how often the team will meet.
There is no hard and fast rule for how often
a team should meet. The frequency should
be determined by the team’s purpose, goals,
and experience level. The core team may need
to meet on a frequent basis if there are many
goals, if the behavior intensity is great, or if
many of the team members are inexperienced
and need more frequent coaching, modeling,
and support. Frequent meetings may assist in
providing an opportunity to work on solutions
to team challenges. Finding a mutual time to
meet is never an easy task, but this is an oppor‐
tunity to think creatively. Whenever possible,
the team should try to use an existing meet‐
ing time that most members already have
“blocked out” in their schedules. For example,
are there grade‐level meetings, instructional
support team meetings, or other previously
established meeting times that can be utilized
1,'$ !"%$ <:;$ !%#2$ 2%%!3.Af$ P!343S3.A$ !32%($
slots that are normally used for a meeting
may improve attendance and help reduce any
stress regarding establishing a new schedule.
Next, decide on where the team should meet
and for how long. If possible, teams should
meet in a convenient location with minimal
distraction. Meetings of 1 hour or less may be
ideal if the team is meeting frequently. Also,
the team should attempt to accommodate
2%27%'($@3!"$/3-%'%.!$(&"%/*4%(B$F,'$%c#2‐
+4%)$ ",@$ &#.$ 6,*$ 3.&4*/%$ #.$ ,8%'.3A"!$ (!#-$
member when all meetings occur during the
/#6f$C#.$!"%$(!#-$2%27%'$&#44$3.$!,$#$2%%!‐
ing or attend via Internet video call software
(e.g., Skype)? Creating an inclusive team
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atmosphere requires addressing these issues
in this initial phase. Next, a meeting format
and a plan for communication should be devel‐
oped. A 1‐hour meeting can quickly become
derailed by chatting or complaints. Creating
a meeting framework with time allotments
(e.g., agenda review—5 minutes, updates on
assignments—10 minutes, data review—10
minutes, group discussion—15 minutes) will
help keep the team focused and productive.
Also, the team should decide how and how
often updates will be shared in between meet‐
ings (e.g., weekly e‐mail updates each Friday
afternoon or Monday morning). To enhance
communication in between actual meetings,
the team leader can designate one person to
share updates and information to all team
members regularly. Expectations for updates
and reports from team members in between
2%%!3.A$ /#!%($ (",*4/$ 7%$ &4%#'46$ /%D.%/$
#./$ /3(&*((%/B$ F,'$ %c#2+4%)$ #$ (!#-$ 2%27%'$
implementing an intervention may want to
share progress or ask other team members
questions but is not sure if it is okay to send
multiple e‐mails to the team. Discussing this
ahead of time and encouraging this level of
communication early in the PBS process may
aid collaboration during subsequent phases.
In addition, team members should be asked
what method of communication they prefer
for updates. While e‐mail is typical and con‐
venient for many, if a parent has only sporadic
access to a computer or a printer, e‐mailed
updates may have a negative impact on the
&,44#7,'#!38%$ +',&%((B$ ;,2%$ (!#-$ 2%27%'($
may not have access to e‐mail during the day
and would prefer to send or receive text mes‐
sages. Communication preferences should be
discussed early in the PBS process and revis‐
ited as needed.

SOLICITING TEAM CONCERNS
REGARDING BEHAVIORS THAT
SHOULD BE PRIORITIZED FOR CHANGE

Emmanuel
Emmanuel’s team quickly agreed that Emmanuel’s disruptive behaviors and refusals to work
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independently were high priorities for change.
However, when the school counselor asked
Emmanuel’s teacher (Mrs. Rio), “What do you
need? What behaviors are most important to you?,”
she blurted out: “I just need him to be engaged
the first 20 minutes of class. I need him to work
quietly and independently like the rest of the class
so that I can get my class off to a good start. If I
could just have 20 minutes without interruption,
I feel like I could get my day started in the right
direction and I’d be in a better position to address
his needs.” Although the team’s priorities did not
change as a result of Mrs. Rios’s comments, the
team did agree that a focus on Emmanuel’s morning routine was also critical. The team decided that
they would work quickly with Emmanuel’s teacher
to find a solution to the problem. For example,
perhaps Emmanuel could engage in preferred
activity during the first 20 minutes of class time.

Because individuals with pervasive behav‐
ior challenges often present more than one
behavior of concern, teams will need to
prioritize which behaviors are important
!,$&"#.A%$D'(!)$@"3&"$&#.$7%$#//'%((%/$#!$
a later time, and which are relatively unim‐
portant to address. Decisions for prioriti‐
S#!3,.$ (",*4/$ D'(!$ #./$ 1,'%2,(!$ &%.!%'$ ,.$
the individual’s needs. Certainly, problem
behaviors that are harmful to the individ‐
*#4$,'$!"'%#!%.$!"%$(#1%!6$,1$,!"%'($#./0,'$
interfere with the individual’s learning, par‐
ticipation in inclusive activities, and social
relationships are high priority for change.
T,@%8%')$+'3,'3!3S#!3,.$7#(%/$,.$3./383/*#4$
needs will also need to be balanced with
!%#2$ 2%27%'$ &,.&%'.(B$ T,@$ /,$ +',74%2$
7%"#83,'($ #-%&!$ !"%$ /#346$ 1*.&!3,.3.A$ ,1$
1#2343%()$ !%#&"%'()$ #./$ (*++,'!$ (!#-$ @",$
are committed to the support of the individ‐
ual? Listening to team members’ concerns
about how problem behaviors interfere with
their routines and ability to provide support
can help teams decide relatively quickly
which problem behaviors or what situations
cause team members the greatest stress
or frustration. Prioritizing team activities
to address both the individual’s and team
member’s needs can help team members

feel supported, knowing that the team
will work to address their concerns as well.
Supported team members are less likely to
resist and more likely to generate solutions
to problems.

Phase 2: Assessment and Planning
The second phase encompasses the core
of PBS activities. During this phase, team
members center their work on completing
individual‐focused activities as they con‐
duct the functional behavioral assessment,
develop hypotheses based on the assess‐
ment data, and develop an intervention plan
that addresses the individual’s needs. Like
the other three PBS phases, the role of the
team is to engage in shared decision mak‐
ing throughout each of the core individual‐
centered activities of this phase. Table 3.2
provides some guiding questions that can
facilitate shared decision making for each
of the core tasks. Teams will work the hard‐
est during the assessment and planning
+"#(%5$ !"%'%1,'%$ !%#2I$&%.!%'%/$ #&!383!3%($
are needed to keep the team motivated and
directed. The team activities during this
second phase focus largely on improving
the team’s understanding of the PBS pro‐
cess, providing a supportive atmosphere for
collaboration, and problem solving as they
take on these responsibilities.
Use Collaborative Problem Solving Collaborative problem‐solving strat‐
egies can be utilized by the team when
important decisions need to be made or when
!"%'%$3($#$&,.>3&!$,'$/3(#A'%%2%.!$'%A#'/3.A$
how to address a situation. During this phase,
there are numerous important decisions to
be made that could be cast as problems to be
(,48%/)$(*&"$#()$bT,@$@344$@%$&,44%&!$/#!#$A38%.$
our busy schedules? What types of interven‐
tions are needed and how can we implement
them?” Although collaborative problem solv‐
ing is presented in this assessment and plan‐
ning phase, a problem‐solving framework can
be used during any phase of the PBS process.
Numerous team problem‐solving strategies

Q-%&!38%$R%#23.A$1,'$<,(3!38%$:%"#83,'$;*++,'!$$

exist (Welch, Brownell, & Sheridan, 1999).
One framework described by Snell and Jan‐
ney (2005) can be implemented across a vari‐
ety of team activities:
N$ Step 1—Identify the problem: What is the
single most important issue that needs
to be resolved now? (For example, What
assessment should we use? The data look
bad—what do we do now?)
N$ Step 2—Brainstorm potential solutions to
the problem: The team generates as many
possible solutions as they can without crit‐
icism or evaluative remarks. The PBS team
leader will need to ensure everyone is open
and nonjudgmental to the ideas shared.
N$ Step 3—Evaluate the solutions: The team
narrows down the list created in the
previous step to a shorter list of possible
solutions (e.g., collect more data, change
the data collection procedure, try another
intervention). At this point, the team
leader may guide the team to consider con‐
!%c!*#4$D!$#./$3.!%A'3!6$@3!"$<:;$+',&%((%($
as the team narrows down solutions. (See
other team activities in this phase.)
N$ Step 4— Choose a solution: Together, the
team decides on the best solutions.
N$ Step 5—Develop an action plan: A written
action plan is created by the team that
details who is responsible and when will it
be completed.

Enhancing the Team’s Capacity for
Understanding and Reframing Challenging
Beliefs During the assessment and plan‐
ning phase, many challenges can surface
regarding the beliefs associated with the
attribution of problem behaviors and behav‐
ior management practices, even when team
members initially agree to use PBS prac‐
!3&%($/*'3.A$!"%$D'(!$+"#(%B$R"%'%1,'%)$"%4+‐
ing team members shift their thinking and
keeping them “bought in” to the PBS pro‐
cess becomes critical. Enhancing the team’s
capacity for understanding not just the
“how” but also the “why” of assessment and
planning becomes the central focus of the
team leader and the PBS experts on the team.
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Lynn
During the first collaborative phase, some of
Lynn’s team members shared a belief that she
was experiencing bipolar depression, which was
the cause of her problem behaviors. During the
FBA, the data revealed that Lynn only exhibited
the behaviors on Tuesdays and Thursdays. When
it came time to develop hypotheses, several team
members felt the behavior was a function of Lynn’s
possible bipolar disorder. The team leader listened
to their ideas but brought out the data summaries and the patterns of behavior Lynn exhibited
during the assessment. Everyone agreed the data
were sufficient and appeared to be accurate. The
team leader then posed a question to the team: “Is
it possible for bipolar disorder to cause a predictable data pattern?” She then urged the team to
brainstorm and think of what was different on
Tuesdays and Thursdays (including issues related
to medication) that may trigger Lynn’s challenging
behaviors. What else might be going on here?

One strategy for enhancing the team’s
understanding is to make the PBS assess‐
ment and planning processes explicit
(Bambara et al., in press). For example,
following the model of the initial line of
inquiry (Lohrmann‐O’Rourke, Knoster, &
Llewellyn, 1999), the team could make wall
charts of the setting events, antecedents,
and consequences to help the team focus on
environmental determinants of the problem
behaviors and help reinforce this framework
for understanding for team members who
are new to PBS or have shifted their think‐
ing. Also, the team should share, visually
display, and review the assessment data
when developing hypotheses. For example,
after collecting several days of antecedent‐
behavior‐consequence (ABC) data, the team
member in charge of summarizing data has
a stack of ABC cards to summarize. Rather
than summarizing the data in words, the
team member could visually display these
data in a bar graph. Even the least experi‐
enced team member could clearly review the
data and see what could be possible triggers
and nontriggers to problem behavior. The
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*(%$,1$/#!#$3($,.%$,1$!"%$2,(!$%-%&!38%$!'#.(‐
formative tools for changing beliefs (e.g.,
Lohrmann, Martin, & Patil, 2012).
Another idea is for the team to use the
competing pathways model (O’Neill et al.,
1997) to generate interventions. This way,
the entire team can see how selected inter‐
ventions link back to their stated hypotheses
for problem behavior. Once a team adopts an
explicit process and uses it regularly to guide
the understanding of problem behaviors and
+4#.$ 1,'$ %-%&!38%$ 3.!%'8%.!3,.()$ !"%$ (#2%$
processes can be used to reframe challenging
beliefs as they emerge. For example, the team
facilitator may notice a drift in discussions
of data or observations as the team works to
formulate a hypothesis. Team members may
begin to say things like, “She just knows it
/'38%($2%$&'#S6]d$,'$bT3($2,!"%'$'%1*(%($!,$
&,.(3/%'$2%/3&#!3,.$1,'$"3($JZTZ)d$'#!"%'$
than focus on the environmental explana‐
tions for behavior. Perhaps the team leader
needs to ask the members, “What are your
beliefs about the reasons for challenging
behavior?” in order to assess if team mem‐
bers are still sticking with “old” ways of
thinking about challenging behaviors rather
than keeping “new” PBS assumptions in
mind. This may help bring team members’
apprehension to the surface where it can be
discussed. When this begins to happen, it
is important for the entire team to reframe
challenging beliefs within the PBS context.
This entails going back to visual displays
of data or the team’s intervention plan to
rethink and challenge faulty assumptions
(e.g., “In what ways will this suggested inter‐
vention address Emmanuel’s need to escape
#$/3[&*4!$!#(?f$U%!^($A,$7#&?$!,$,*'$2,/%4$
!,$DA*'%$!"3($,*!Bd=B$J!$!32%()$!"%$!%#2$2#6$
need to be reminded about the goal they
/%8%4,+%/$ !,A%!"%')$ #($ #$ !%#2)$ 3.$ !"%$ D'(!$
phase.
Create an Atmosphere of Openness and
Honesty In order for team members to feel
comfortable to discuss their beliefs about
challenging behavior or their struggles
with adopting the PBS process, team leaders

should strive to maintain an open and hon‐
est atmosphere. Despite being asked to share
their concerns, members will not be able to
honestly communicate if they feel they will
be judged, dismissed, or put down by fellow
team members. Team facilitators will need
to display exemplary manners and com‐
munication skills to create an atmosphere
@"%'%$/3-%'3.A$,+3.3,.($&#.$7%$("#'%/$#./$
discussed. Team leaders should make sure
the team is following the ground rules they
set when establishing the team structure.
Also, the team leader serves as a model in
responding and encouraging team member
communication. If another team member
responds in a noncollaborative manner (e.g.,
“That will never work!”), it is the team lead‐
er’s role to shape this discussion (e.g., “I’m
not sure we understand why you are opposed
!,$!"3($3/%#B$T%4+$*($*./%'(!#./$@"6$6,*$1%%4$
so strongly about this.”). The team leader
must help show value in everyone’s contri‐
butions, refrain from blaming others for fail‐
ure, and encourage team members to listen
to each other.

Lynn
In the first meeting, Lynn’s team established a time
limit for each individual team member to speak
during the discussion portion of their meetings.
However, over time, the site supervisor tended to
take twice as much time as the others, often leaving one direct care staff member, Margo, without
any time to contribute. Over time, Margo felt her
role was not valued and she was reluctant to contribute or to complete her tasks on time. She often
had interesting insights and stories to share, as she
spent the most time with Lynn compared to the
other team members, but now she was hesitant
to do so. After a meeting, the team leader asked
Margo about why she was so quiet in the meetings now. Margo mentioned her frustration with
the other team member dominating the time.
The team leader admitted she did not realize this
was happening and resolved to get the team back
on track. At the next meeting, the team leader
reminded everyone of the ground rules, admitted
drifting from the rules, and asked for a volunteer
to watch the time during the meeting. When

Q-%&!38%$R%#23.A$1,'$<,(3!38%$:%"#83,'$;*++,'!$$

Margo’s turn came, she was able to discuss how
she felt betrayed by Lynn, even though she now
knew she should not take it personally. She also
shared information about the times of day when
she noticed Lynn not exhibiting any problem
behaviors, which was helpful to the team as they
developed hypotheses.

Ensure Contextual Fit All the student
or individual‐focused activities in this phase
lead to the development of a BSP. Central
to this mission is making certain that each
proposed intervention or support devel‐
oped by the team is assessment based and
linked to hypotheses for problem behavior.
Thus when considering interventions, teams
must come to consensus on the critical
questions outlined in Table 3.3 to ensure a
D!$7%!@%%.$!"%$3.!%'8%.!3,.($#./$!"%$#((%((‐
ment information gathered. Teams might
#(?)$1,'$%c#2+4%)$bY38%.$,*'$"6+,!"%(%($1,'$
problem behavior, what antecedent events
can we change to prevent problem behavior
from occurring? What alternative skills can
we teach to replace problem behaviors? Will
our interventions lead to desired outcomes
for the individual?” At the same time, teams
must also be concerned with !"#$%&$'()*+$0
J$A,,/$+4#.$"#($!,$"#8%$bA,,/$D!d$@3!"$!"%$
goals, values, and skills of the team, as well a
bA,,/$D!d$@3!"$!"%$!6+3&#4$#&!383!3%($#./$',*‐
tines of the individual and plan implement‐
ers—at school and at home. No matter how
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many plans the team has developed in the
past or how successful they have been, each
+4#.$@344$7%$*.3X*%$#./$/3-%'%.!$7%&#*(%$,1$
/3-%'%.&%($ #((,&3#!%/$ @3!"$ %#&"$ 3./383/*#4$
of focus, team membership, and settings in
which support plans will be implemented.
J$ (*++,'!$ +4#.$ @3!"$ A,,/$ &,.!%c!*#4$ D!$ 3($
more likely to have good outcomes, lead to
long‐term change, and be satisfactory to the
individual and the team. Table 3.3 lists some
questions teams might ask to evaluate inter‐
8%.!3,.(^$ &,.!%c!*#4$ D!B$ J.(@%'($ !,$ !"%(%$
questions can verify the appropriateness of
the proposed intervention or lead to mod‐
3D&#!3,.($ ,'$ &,.(3/%'#!3,.($ ,1$ #4!%'.#!38%$
interventions or supports. In some cases,
discussions may lead to additional training
or supports for team members.
Divide Responsibilities Each phase
consists of a myriad of tasks related to the
team actions. In this phase, the team will be
faced with tasks such as collecting assess‐
ment data, conducting interviews, summa‐
rizing data, and reviewing records, just to
name a few. Each time the team meets or cre‐
ates an action item or plan, it is important to
clearly assign the task to a team member and
that the team member understands his or
her responsibility and when the task needs
to be completed. Thinking back to phase
1 and creating a meeting structure, each
meeting may end with creating a “to‐do” list
or “action plan” and assignments for each
item. For the team to work collaboratively,

Table 3.3. 2VFTUJPOT UP FWBMVBUF B HPPE DPOUFYUVBM öU
t *TUIFQMBOEPBCMF
t *TJUUJNFFďDJFOU
t %PUFBNNFNCFSTGFFMUIFZIBWFUIFTLJMMTUPDBSSZPVUUIFQMBO
t %PUFBNNFNCFSTGFFMDPOĕEFOUJODBSSZJOHPVUUIFQMBO
t %PUFBNNFNCFSTCFMJFWFUIBUUIFQMBOXJMMSFTVMUJOEFTJSFEPVUDPNFT
t "SFBEEJUJPOBMSFTPVSDFTPSTVQQPSUTOFFEFE
t %PFTUIFQMBOBEESFTTUFBNNFNCFSQSJPSJUJFTBOEDPODFSOT
t "SFUIFQSPQPTFEJOUFSWFOUJPOTTBUJTGBDUPSZUPBMMUFBNNFNCFST
t %PUIFQSPQPTFEJOUFSWFOUJPOTĕUSPVUJOFTBOETFUUJOHT
t "SFUIFQSPQPTFEJOUFSWFOUJPOTBHFBQQSPQSJBUFBOESFTQFDUGVMPGUIFJOEJWJEVBM
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the work will need to be divided so that
everyone feels as though he or he is contrib‐
uting but not unfairly burdened by his or
her responsibilities to the team. By engaging
in the previously mentioned team‐centered
activities such as creating an open and hon‐
est atmosphere and collaborative problem
solving, responsibilities can be assigned and
communicated in a fair manner that takes
advantages of each team members’ strengths
and skills.

Phase 3: Implementing the
Positive Behavior Support Plan
During this last phase of the PBS process,
the team will implement, monitor, and eval‐
uate the support plan. In this phase, the
individual‐focused team activities center on
implementing interventions, collecting data,
and reviewing the data to ensure the plan is
indeed working as the team intended. Refer
to Table 3.2 for questions to assist the team
in their completion of the individual‐focused
activities. At this time, perhaps more than
ever, the team will need to be supported and
directed toward team‐focused activities as
the team begins the very important task of
implementing the support plan.
Support the Team The team has cre‐
ated a support plan based on assessment
data, which matches the hypotheses, and
"#8%$3/%.!3D%/$%2+3'3&#446$(*++,'!%/$3.!%'‐
8%.!3,.($ @3!"$ #$ A,,/$ &,.!%c!*#4$ D!B$ \,@$
what do we do? The attention now shifts back
to the team and the importance of the team
members. What supports does the team
need to carry out this plan? What do indi‐
vidual team members need to be successful?
T,@$ &#.$ @%$ 7*34/$ !"%$ !%#2^($ &,.D/%.&%f$
T,@$&#.$@%$+',83/%$%c!'#$(*++,'!$!,$!",(%$
implementing interventions or responsible
for data collection? What are our fears and
concerns about beginning the plan? Sup‐
porting the team during implementation
"%4+($%.(*'%$&,.!3.*,*($&,.!%c!*#4$D!B
One way of supporting the team is to
determine the best way to implement the

plan. For example, should the team imple‐
ment several interventions or just focus on
+'%8%.!3,.$(!'#!%A3%($D'(!f$J(?3.A$!"%$!%#2$
members what makes sense is a way of sup‐
porting the team so the process does not
overwhelm them. The plan can be imple‐
mented all at once, in stages, or in small
steps. Another way to support the team is
to simply praise and encourage team mem‐
bers who are new or fearful about the pro‐
cess. Providing training and support on
(+%&3D&$ !,+3&($ ,'$ #'%#($ 3.$ @"3&"$ !"%$ !%#2$
4#&?($ &,.D/%.&%$ 3($ 6%!$ #.,!"%'$ 2%#.($ ,1$
supporting the team. Training can take the
form of formal group training or less formal,
more hands‐ on mentoring and modeling.
F,'$%c#2+4%)$,.%$,1$U6..^($/3'%&!$&#'%$(!#-$
will be collecting observational data for the
D'(!$!32%$#./$3($(&#'%/$("%$@344$b(&'%@$3!$#44$
up.” Another team member with more expe‐
rience has volunteered to observe alongside
!"%$ ,!"%'$ !%#2$ 2%27%'$ 1,'$ !"%$ D'(!$ 1%@$
days and provide some onsite training and
feedback. Team members can also support
one another by checking in with each other
during the week via phone calls, e‐mails, or
text messages. Finally, if a team member is
particularly stressed after working through
some stressful experiences or a crisis with
the focus individual, provide a break by hav‐
ing another team member implement the
intervention for a brief period of time.
Focus on Treatment Integrity As the
interventions begin, the team will need to
focus on maintaining a high degree of treat‐
ment integrity. An intervention with a high
degree of treatment integrity is one that
is being implemented exactly as planned.
Without treatment integrity, we cannot be
certain if the intervention is not working
because it is a poor match for the behavior
or if the intervention is being implemented
incorrectly. Before the interventions even
begin, there are several things the team can
do to promote treatment integrity. First,
they can work on translating the support
plan into simple checklists or graphic orga‐
.3S%'(B$P(%'I$1'3%./46$2#!%'3#4($1,'$(!#-$@344$

Q-%&!38%$R%#23.A$1,'$<,(3!38%$:%"#83,'$;*++,'!$$

help everyone understand their role and the
procedures. For example, Emmanuel’s team
created a one‐sheet checklist containing
the steps of the interventions they decided
to put in place in his classroom (see Figure
3.1). The checklist was designed to be used
as self‐monitoring checklist for the teacher
as well as an observation checklist another
team member can complete to assess the
D/%43!6$ ,1$ !"%$ 32+4%2%.!#!3,.B$ C"%&?43(!($
such as these can be easily created and used
by the team to ask questions about what is
going well and what is not working and why.
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Another way of promoting treatment
integrity is to translate the plan into a user‐
friendly format that can be easily and quickly
reviewed. Lynn’s team created a one‐sheet
description of each intervention (antecedent,
alternative skills, and responses to problem
behavior) that shows the hypotheses, the
intervention components and purpose, and
who is responsible. The interventions were
!"%.$'%83%@%/$@3!"$!%#2$2%27%'($#./$(!#-)$
and copies were placed in easily accessible loca‐
tions. Rather than reviewing a long, detailed
support plan, teams can quickly review the

Checklist for Strategies for Emmanuel’s Support Plan
5FBDIFS

%BUF

*ODSFBTFEVTFPG1SBJTF
:FT/P

 5 FBDIFS VTFT QSBJTF TUBUFNFOUT GPS BOZ QPTJUJWF CFIBWJPS XJUI B GPDVT PO JOTFBU
CFIBWJPS

:FT/P

 5FBDIFSNBLFTQPTJUJWFTUBUFNFOUTGPSFWFSZDPSSFDUJPO

$MBTTSPPN"JEF*OWPMWFNFOU
:FT/P

 "JEFJTQPTJUJPOFEOFBS&NNBOVFMJODMBTTSPPN

:FT/P

 "JEFQSBJTFT&NNBOVFMXIFOBQQSPQSJBUFBOEPSJHOPSFTNJOPSNJTCFIBWJPS

3VMFTGPS$MBTTSPPNBOE0UIFS4FUUJOHT
:FT/P

 5FBDIFSSFWJFXTFYQFDUBUJPOT

:FT/P

 5 FBDIFS QSPWJEFT B QSFDPSSFDUJPO SFNJOEFS  BOEPS QSPWJEFT QSBJTF UP TUVEFOUT
GPMMPXJOHSVMFTBUMFBTUPODFEVSJOHPCTFSWBUJPO

4FMGNPOJUPSJOHPG*OEFQFOEFOU4FBU8PSL
:FT/P

 "TFMGNPOJUPSJOHTIFFUJTPO&NNBOVFMTEFTL

:FT/P

 "DVFJOHEFWJDF UJNFS DMPDL JTVUJMJ[FEUPDVFJOUFSWBMTGPSTFMGNPOJUPSJOH

:FT/P

 &NNBOVFMSFDPSETIJTCFIBWJPSBUUIFFOEPGUIFJOUFSWBM

:FT/P

 5FBDIFSQSBJTFT&NNBOVFMGPSJOUFSWBMTPGJOTFBUCFIBWJPS

:FT/P

 "UUIFFOEPGUIFTQFDJöFEUJNF &NNBOVFMSFDFJWFTGFFECBDLGPSIJTQFSGPSNBODF

:FT/P

 5FBDIFSJTDIFDLJOHBOESFDPSEJOHBDDVSBDZPG&NNBOVFMTSBUJOHT

$POTFRVFODF4USBUFHJFT
:FT/P

 5FBDIFSJHOPSFTNJOPSNJTCFIBWJPS

:FT/P

 5 FBDIFSSFEJSFDUT&NNBOVFMUPBOBMUFSOBUJWFUBTLPSCFIBWJPSSBUIFSUIBOSFNPWBM
PGUIFXPSL

505"-/VNCFSPG4UFQT$PNQMFUFE 5BMMZUPUBMOVNCFSPG:&4T @@@@@@@@@
505"-/VNCFSPG4UFQT 5BMMZUPUBMOVNCFSPG:&4TQMVT/0T @@@@@@@@@
1FSDFOUBHFPG1MBOJOQMBDF PG:&4T5PUBMPG4UFQT  @@@@@@@@@
Figure 3.1. $IFDLMJTU GPS TUSBUFHJFT GPS &NNBOVFMT TVQQPSU QMBO
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“need to know” information in simple, clear
steps. Lynn’s summary BSP for antecedent
interventions is shown in Figure 3.2.
Z%(+3!%$ !"%3'$ 7%(!$ +'%8%.!38%$ %-,'!()$
the team may become concerned because
an intervention does not appear to have
!"%$ /%(3'%/$ %-%&!)$ 3!$ @#($ %-%&!38%$ 7*!$ .,@$
seems to not work for the individual, or is
just progressing too slowly. Although it may

be tempting to stop the intervention, declare
it unsuccessful, and implement something
/3-%'%.!)$!"%$!%#2$.%%/($!,$'%(3(!$!"3($!%2+‐
!#!3,.$#./$D'(!$/%!%'23.%$31$!"%$3.!%'8%.!3,.$
is actually being implemented the way it was
designed to be implemented or if there has
been some change or drift in the procedure.
If there is a problem with treatment integ‐
rity, the team will need to not only determine

BEHAVIOR SUPPORT PLAN: COMPETING BEHAVIORS MODEL
Student Name: Lynn

Date: 3/15/13

When: Lynn's mouring
routine is changed or
when there is a change
in schedule

Does: Hit or
threaten to hit
staff or her roomate

In order to:
Escape the changed
activity or schedule

When: Lynn sits
alone with no staff
interaction for more
than 30 minutes

Does: Hits or
threatens to hit
staff or her roomate

In order to:
Gain staff interaction

Purpose:5PQSFWFOUQSPCMFNCFIBWJPSTGSPNPDDVSSJOHCZBWPJEJOHPSDIBOHJOHUIFUSJHHFST
Problem triggers:
Change in Lynn’s morning routine
EJSFDUJOHIFSUPDPNQMFUFSPVUJOF
JOBXBZUIBU-ZOOJTOPUBDDVTUPN
UP 

Prevent by:
"TL-ZOOIPXTIFXJTIFTUP
DPNQMFUFIFSNPVSOJOHSPVUJOF
3FDPSEUIFQMBO"MMTUBòGPMMPXT
UIFXSJUUFOSPVUJOF NBLJOH
DIBOHFTPOMZJG-ZOOBHSFFT1SPWJEFDIPJDFJGDIBOHFJTOFFEFE

Persons responsible:
t
t
t

)PVTFTVQFSWJTPSBOE$ZOEJ
XSJUFUIFSPVUJOF
"MMNPSOJOHTUBòGPMMPXUIF
routine
)PVTFTVQFSWJTPSNPOJUPST
TUBòGPMMPXUISPVHI

$IBOHFJOTUBòTDIFEVMFPSDIBOHF 3FWJFXTUBòTDIFEVMFXFFLMZBOE
t
TDIFEVMFEBDUJWJUJFT
öSTUUIJOHFBDINPSOJOH IFMQJOH
-ZOOUPVOEFSTUBOETUBòDIBOHFT
t
JGBOZ*GBDIBOHFJO-ZOOTQMBOT
JTOFDFTTBSZ FYQMBJOXIZBOEQSPWJEFIFSXJUIBMUFSOBUJWFPQUJPOTUP
reschedule her day.

)PVTFTVQFSWJTPSEJTDVTTFT
TUBòTDIFEVMFXJUI-ZOOXFFLMZ
&BDIEBZ $ZOEJPS3JDLXJMM
SFWJFXTUBòDIBOHFTPSTDIFEVMFDIBOHFTXJUI-ZOO

4JUUJOHVOFOHBHFEGPSNJOVUFT
PSNPSFXJUIOPTUBòJOUFSBDUJPO

)PVTFTVQFSWJTPSHFOFSBUFT
PQUJPOTGPSTUBòUPDPOTJEFSJO
DPOTVMUBUJPOXJUI-ZOO
"MMTVQQPSUTUBòGPMMPXUISPVHI
XJUIUIFQMBO

%POPUBTTVNFUIBUCFDBVTF-ZOO t
JTRVJUFTIFTIBQQZUPEPOPUIJOH
*GTIFTTJUUJOHBMPOF DIFDLJO
XJUI-ZOOFWFSZNJOVUFT0òFS
t
MFJTVSFPQUJPOT FH DBMMJOHGSJFOET 
XPSLJOHPOTDSBQCPPL DIBUXJUI
IFS PSFOHBHFIFSJOIPVTFIPME
BDUJWJUJFT

Figure 3.2. 4VNNBSZ CFIBWJPS TVQQPSU QMBO #41 

Q-%&!38%$R%#23.A$1,'$<,(3!38%$:%"#83,'$;*++,'!$$

what went wrong (e.g., intervention did not
adequately address the hypothesis for behav‐
ior) but also ask why it went wrong (e.g., the
team member was not sure what to do, the
team member did not understand when to do
the intervention, it was unclear to the team
who was responsible for the intervention).
The why of treatment integrity shifts the
focus to the team. For example, Emmanuel’s
team included several reading interventions
in his plan. When the team came together
to review his reading probe data, reading
grades, and other related data, they were
surprised to see very little improvement.
The data were increasing, but not as quickly
as they hoped. One team member expressed
dismay and wanted to add even more read‐
ing interventions and boost the intensity.
After further discussion, the team realized
Emmanuel had missed approximately half
of the scheduled sessions with the specialist
that month because of assemblies, statewide
!%(!()$#$D%4/$!'3+)$#./$!%#&"%'$#7(%.&%($/*%$!,$
illness. Also, when the sessions were missed,
the teacher did not realize she should let
the specialist know. The reading specialist
did not realize Emmanuel’s teacher would
be able to excuse him for makeup sessions,
either. The interventions may not have been
working as intended because they were being
delivered less frequently than planned. The
team found creative ways to ensure that
there was time for the reading interventions
when other school events interfered with
the schedule and also ensure good commu‐
nication between the teacher and specialist
when there are absences and missed ses‐
sions. A team member was assigned to mon‐
itor missed sessions and schedule makeup
sessions.
Review the Data to Celebrate and Problem Solve When Needed An important
team function during this phase is regularly
reviewing the data. The team leader must
ensure the data are being reviewed fre‐
X*%.!46$#./$#(?)$bO($(*[&3%.!$+',A'%(($7%3.A$
made?” If yes, the team should celebrate. Just
43?%$ #.$ %-%&!38%$ !%#&"%'$ @",$ +'#3(%($ %#&"$
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(!%+$3.$!"%$4%#'.3.A$+',&%(()$.,!$E*(!$!"%$D.#4$
+',/*&!$,'$,*!&,2%)$#$!%#2$(",*4/$D./$'%#‐
sons to celebrate its progress along the way.
Although this concept is being introduced in
this latter phase, celebrations can take place
in any step or phase and can be as simple as
sharing a checklist of completed tasks by the
team, a thank you note or e‐mail to a team
member, or sharing cookies at the meeting
to celebrate some documented changes in
behavior or implementation of the plan. The
PBS process is a journey, and praise and rec‐
ognition should not be withheld until the
very end. Rather, team leaders and members
should look for opportunities to praise and
encourage one another throughout the jour‐
ney. Routine data review provides the team
with a ready‐made opportunity to see suc‐
cess. Seeing success in the data can motivate
team members and transform beliefs about
!"%$%-%&!38%.%(($,1$!"%$<:;$+',&%((B

Lynn
Margo, a direct care staff member on Lynn’s team,
was feeling discouraged. Lynn’s plan had been in
place for 3 weeks and she was still seeing Lynn
engage in some challenging behaviors. She came
to the team meeting feeling discouraged and
tired. But when the team leader displayed Lynn’s
data, there was a clear downward trend in the frequency of Lynn’s challenging behavior. In addition,
the behaviors were shorter in duration. Margo was
surprised by the data and even more surprised
when the team leader thanked and praised her
and several other staff for contributing to the
change. Margo left the meeting feeling much
better about things. Afterward, she thought about
the past week or two and realized Lynn did calm
down more quickly than she had before. Maybe
she was hoping for a “quick fix,” but at least the
data were moving in the right direction!

In addition to celebration throughout
the journey, problem solving also occurs
at any point in the process. As in any jour‐
ney, there will be bumps along the way. If
the data show less progress than expected,
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the team needs to come together, trouble‐
shoot, and if necessary, revise the plan. For
example, a team member discovers that data
collection has been happening only sporad‐
ically for the last 2 weeks, and when data
are collected, they may be unreliable. An
impromptu meeting is called to deal with
this issue, and the necessary training and
changes in responsibility are made through
collaborative problem‐solving steps. Rather
than wait for 2 more weeks and cast blame,
!"%$!%#2$&#.$@,'?$!,A%!"%'$!,$Dc$!"%$3((*%$
and move forward. If an intervention is not
working and treatment integrity is not an
issue, maybe the plan should be changed
#./$#$/3-%'%.!$3.!%'8%.!3,.$32+4%2%.!%/$,'$
devised. Teams should anticipate experienc‐
ing problems somewhere along the way and
be prepared to work through them. Even a
successful problem‐solving episode can be
grounds for a celebration.
Evaluate Satisfaction with Outcomes
and Reflect on Team Process By regularly
reviewing the individual’s data and the
team’s accomplishments, the team is con‐
tinually evaluating its progress toward the
goals. But what about the team’s progress
in working as a team? Of equal importance
3($ !#?3.A$ !32%$ !,$ '%>%&!$ ,.$ @"%!"%'$ ,'$ .,!$
team members feel as though they are suc‐
cessful in working together as a team. One
way of assessing this is to create a checklist
of the important team activities to evaluate
team functioning. An example (Figure 3.3) is
provided and can be used during any phases
to assess team “health.”

CONCLUSION
<:;$3($#.$,*!&,2%$,1$%-%&!38%$!%#23.AB$T,@$
the team functions has a direct impact on
the planning and delivery of supports and
successful outcomes for individuals. Active
monitoring of the team process and engaging
in team‐based activities can lead to improve‐
2%.!$3.$!%#2$1*.&!3,.3.AB$Q-%&!38%$!%#23.A$
not only successfully addresses the individu‐
al’s concerns but also has a successful impact
on the team member’s understanding and

capacity to provide supports for the individ‐
ual. In this chapter, we provide a number of
team‐based activities to engage in and mon‐
itor as a means of improving team function‐
ing. These activities and strategies provide a
starting point for team members to begin to
understand and focus on the importance of
teaming.
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://*
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